BAYSIDE SURVEYING

11765 HWY 101 South
Tillamook, Oregon 97141

October 2002

REWitness

¼ Corner common to sections 35 & 36
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 8 WEST

I found Original GLO stone 12"x12"x8" (in poor shape, flaking and broken) in stone ring, on small flat on steep North slope

(no evidence of the GLO BT's - area heavily burn).

I Replaced original GLO stone with a 1¼" X 30" galvanized iron pipe with 3¼" SODF brass cap stamped "1/4 S35 S36 2002 LS2507" in ring of stones.

From which:

Set steel posts North 4' & South 4', and 2 New BTs as follows:

18" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S36 BT" bears N9°E 22.9' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507" between the B & T;

13" Douglas Fir scribed "1/4 S35 BT" bears N89°W 18.6' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507"; between the B & T;

In the presence of Terry Jones, Dallas Esplin